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Abstract

I explore how households switch between fixed-price and variable-price
electricity contracts in response to variations in price and temperature,
conditional on previous contract choice. Using panel data with roughly
54000 Swedish households, a dynamic probit model is estimated. The
results suggest that the choice of contract exhibits substantial state de-
pendence, with an estimated marginal effect of previous contract choice of
0.96, and that the short-run effects of variation in prices and temperature
on the choice of electricity contract are small. Further, the state depen-
dence and price responsiveness are similar across housing types, income
levels and other dimensions. A plausible explanation of these results is
that transaction costs are perceived to be larger than the relatively small
cost savings from switching between contracts.

JEL Codes: Q41, D12, D10, Q48
Keywords: Electricity demand, electricity contract choice, demand

flexibility

1 Introduction
In this paper, I explore households’ choice of electricity contract using unique
monthly household data from Sweden. As far as I am aware, this is the first
paper to explore this topic using household-level panel data, allowing for a
dynamic analysis of electricity contract choice. In more detail, conditional on the
previous electricity contract, households are assumed to switch between different
contracts in response to variations over time in prices, temperature, and other
relevant variables. Consider, for example, a household on a contract with prices
varying by month, facing the decision of remaining on the current contract or
switching to an alternative contract. If the monthly price increases for some
reason, this household might switch to a contract with prices fixed for a year
or longer in response to such price variations. If there is no variation in prices
or other determinants of contract choice, a household is expected to remain
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on its current contract. For example, time-invariant household characteristics
may determine the initial choice of contract, but are likely not a reason to
switch between contracts. On the other hand, the response to prices may differ
across household characteristics. For example, if there exist transaction costs for
switching between contracts, high-income households may be more responsive
to prices.

Understanding households’ choice of electricity contract is important for
several reasons. First, understanding the choice between electricity contracts is
an important key to understanding residential electricity demand. Wholesale
prices and the variability of prices typically differ across contracts, and therefore
the short-run price elasticity is also expected to differ across contracts. In more
detail, some contracts have prices varying by hour or month and other contracts
have prices that are fixed for a year or longer. Throughout this paper, I refer to
electricity contracts where the price varies by month as variable-price contracts,
and to contracts where the price is fixed for a year or longer as fixed-price
contracts.1 Households choosing the latter type of contract pay a fixed price
per kWh and therefore lack any incentives to respond to short-run (i.e., monthly)
price variation. As a result, the short-run price elasticity is expected to differ
depending on the type of contract. Understanding the choice between electricity
contracts is therefore important in order to understand the price responsiveness
of electricity demand.

Further, if peaks in the variable price are associated with an increased prob-
ability of choosing a fixed-price contract, the aggregate short-run price respon-
siveness will decrease if price peaks become more common and more households
switch to fixed-price contracts. Although prices in Sweden have been both low
and stable since 2011, explained by relatively warm winters,2 the increasing
share of wind power production is expected to affect electricity prices in the fu-
ture. In particular, Sweden has a rather ambitious climate policy, with a target
of 50 percent share of renewable sources in total energy production by 2020,
and is currently expanding the share of intermittent production. While rising
wind generation does tend to reduce the level of spot prices, ceteris paribus, it
is also likely to increase the spot-price variance, both within-day and across sea-
sons (see, for example, Sweco (2016) for Sweden and Astaneh and Chen (2013)
for the Nordic market, Woo et al. (2011) for the US and Ketterer (2014) for
Germany). Risk-averse households might then switch to fixed-price contracts to
avoid this price volatility. On the other hand, more volatile spot prices might
also lead to a higher premium for fixed-price contracts, counteracting this ef-
fect. Nevertheless, if electricity prices are important determinants of electricity
contract choice, we would expect substantial changes in the share of households
on each type of electricity contract.

Second, understanding the choice between electricity contracts is also of im-
portance in order to understand the competitiveness of the electricity retail

1Further, the electricity price refers to the wholesale price unless otherwise stated, and the
total price, including taxes and certificate fees, is referred to as the consumer price.

2see http://www.energimarknadsinspektionen.se/Documents/
Publikationer/rapporter_och_pm/Rapporter%202015/Ei_R2015_13.pdf
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market. Several papers have argued that switching between retailers tends to
reduce market power; see, for example, Goett et al. (2000), Ek and Söderholm
(2008), Defeuilley (2009) and Gamble et al. (2009). However, in order to under-
stand the competitiveness of the electricity retail market, it is also important
to understand determinants of electricity contract choice (Littlechild (2006), Ek
and Söderholm (2008) and Defeuilley (2009)). If households are price inelastic
and tend to remain on their current contract, for example because of transaction
costs, this may allow the retailer to increase prices above the marginal cost of
electricity. While the choice of retailer has been studied before, less is known
about the choice of contract. In particular, as pointed out by Littlechild (2006),
it is of interest to understand how households respond to prices by switching
between contracts.

Third, understanding the determinants of electricity contract choice, and in
particular the role of prices, can shed light on the potential demand for electric-
ity contracts with hourly pricing. Specifically, a household that today and under
current price volatility prefers to pay a price premium to avoid monthly price
variation may be unlikely to chose a real-time pricing contract with prices vary-
ing by hour. Absent data on households choosing real-time pricing contracts,
understanding which factors are correlated with the choice of a fixed-price con-
tract can help policy makers target groups of households that are more likely
to be receptive to dynamic pricing of electricity. See, for example, Vesterberg
and Kiran B Krishnamurthy (2016) and references therein for a discussion of
real-time pricing in Sweden and elsewhere.

This paper adds to the sparse previous literature by being the first (as far
as I am aware) to use panel data to explore determinants of the choice be-
tween fixed-price contracts and variable-price contracts. Of particular focus
is how households switch between contract types in response to variations in
economically relevant variables, most notably prices, and to what extent pre-
vious contract choices determine current contract. The panel structure of the
data allows for dynamic modeling of the contract choice, where households re-
spond to prices, conditional on previous choice of contract. The sparse previous
literature on electricity contract choice has used stated preferences to under-
stand the contract choice, whereas this paper addresses this question this from
a revealed-preference perspective, i.e., from actual choices.

Although there are many types of contracts available in the Swedish retail
market,3 I focus on the choice between contracts with fixed and variable prices
for two main reasons. First, because this choice is between certain and uncertain
prices, it is related to households’ preferences for price certainty. Second, these
two type of contracts are by far the most common in Sweden; see Section 2 for
a brief description of different types of contracts. Finally, a large majority of
the households in the data have one of these two types of contracts, and few
households are on other types of contracts.

The data used in this paper originates from one of the larger electricity re-
3Examples include electricity contracts with prices varying by hour (so-called real time

price contracts), electricity contracts where all production comes from renewable sources, and
contracts where the price is fixed during the winter but varies by month during the summer.
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tailers in Sweden, with a sample size of roughly 54000 households. Using this
detailed data, I estimate a random effects probit model with contract choice
as the outcome variable and prices, previous choices and temperature as in-
dependent variables. Key findings in this paper are that there seems to be a
substantial state dependence in contract choice, and that the effect of prices on
the choice of contract in the short run is small. A plausible explanation of these
results is that transaction costs are perceived as large, relative to potential cost
savings from switching between contracts. A number of facts about the Swedish
electricity retail market support this explanation. First, the difference in prices
between different types of contracts is on average small. Further, the wholesale
price constitutes less than half of the total cost of electricity, so any savings
from switching between electricity contracts, relative to the total cost of elec-
tricity, are expected to be small, on average. Second, electricity is typically a
small share of the household budget. Third, many of the household character-
istics that may be associated with the choice of contract, such as housing type,
heating system and income levels, are fixed in the short run, or vary only by a
little.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives a short back-
ground of the Swedish electricity retail market, as well as a brief review of the
literature related to electricity contract choice. Section 3 describes the data
used in this paper, and Section 4 describes the empirical framework. Section 5
presents the results, together with robustness analysis, with alternative specifi-
cations and estimation frameworks. Section 6 concludes.

2 Background
During the 1990s, many European countries, including Sweden, deregulated
their electricity markets. In Sweden, this has introduced competition between
companies supplying electricity, while transmission distribution is done by local
monopolies. This period also marked the beginning of the integration of the
Swedish electricity market with markets in the Nordic and Baltic countries via a
common spot market. The price of electricity is nowadays determined by supply
and demand on the day-ahead and intra-day markets on the Nord Pool power
exchange. For a discussion and comparison of the retail markets in the other
Nordic countries, see Littlechild (2006). Since deregulation, Swedish households
have been free to choose among more than 100 different retailers, each of them
offering several different types of contracts. As of late 2014, roughly 40 percent
of the households had a variable-price electricity contract, with the price per
kWh varying by month. Another 40 percent had a fixed-price contract, where
the price per kWh is fixed for a year or longer, typically up to five years (source:
SCB (2014b)). Households that do not make an active choice of electricity
contract are automatically assigned to a so-called default contract with the
local retailer. The default price is typically substantially higher than for other
contracts (see Figure 2). Still, roughly 15 percent of all households in Sweden
have such contracts.
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Figure 1: Share of households by contract type. Source: SCB (2014a)
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Figure 2: Average prices by contract type. Source: SCB (2014a)

Since 2004, the share of households on default contracts has decreased sub-
stantially, while the share of variable-price contracts has increased, and the
share of households on fixed-price contracts has remained relatively stable. Ac-
cording to the Swedish Energy Agency, the decreasing share of households on
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default contracts is to a large extent explained by increased awareness among
households of the potential cost savings from avoiding such contracts.4 Also
note that the positive trend in variable-price contracts decreased after the win-
ter of 2009/2010, when Sweden experienced high electricity prices (see Figure
2), caused by cold temperatures and disruption in some of the nuclear reactors
in Sweden.

However, even if there has been a distinct long-run trend in the share of
households on different types of contracts, few households switch between con-
tracts in the short run. In particular, even though the last ten years have seen
substantial price variation (see Figure 2), and even though several websites pro-
vide easily available information about prices and instructions on how to switch
between contracts (for example, www.elpriskollen.se and www.elskling.se), house-
holds tend to stick to one type of contract in the short run. Between 10 and
20 percent of all households switch contracts each year, with fewer households
switching each year (see SCB (2014b)). This relatively small figure might be
explained by transaction costs associated with switching between electricity con-
tracts, as suggested by Klemperer (1987), Juliusson et al. (2007), Gärling et al.
(2008), Ek and Söderholm (2008), Defeuilley (2009) and Ericson (2011). For
example, in a survey by the organization TEMO on behalf of Svensk Energi5,
reasons for not switching between contracts included “lack of interest”, “too little
gain”, “too complicated”, “use too little electricity”, “hard to choose” and “haven’t
had time” (TEMO (2005)). Ek and Söderholm (2008) find similar reasons for
not switching between retailers. Similarly, the Swedish competition authority
argues that households lack sufficient knowledge about how to switch between
contracts and/or retailers and that search costs are perceived as larger than
potential savings (Konsumentverket (2009)). Also note that, even when there
has been substantial price variation for some months, the average monthly price
differential is small (roughly 0.04 SEK) and households might perceive potential
cost savings from switching between contracts to be smaller than transaction
costs. Further, a household that has agreed to a contract where prices are fixed
for a given time period has also committed to remain on this contract for the
same period of time. If these households want to cancel their fixed-price con-
tract in advance and switch to a different retailer and/or contract, they typically
have to pay a penalty, the size of which depends on the time remaining on the
contract and the level of electricity usage for that particular household. House-
holds choosing variable-price contracts, on the other hand, are free to switch to
another contract without having to pay any such penalty.

Other explanations for state dependence might be habit persistence (i.e., use
of a contract causes one to acquire a taste for that contract) and risk aversion
(i.e., use of a contract gives one knowledge about its attributes, making it a
safe choice on a subsequent choice occasion). It is also important to remember
that the price elasticity of electricity typically is small, and recent literature

4See http://www.energimyndigheten.se/nyhetsarkiv/2016/allt-fler-elkunder-valjer-avtal-
med-rorligt-pris/

5Svensk Energi (“Swedish Energy”) is a Swedish industry association consisting of energy
producers and retailers.
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has illustrated that households are inattentive to electricity prices and lack
perfect information about prices; see, for example, Allcott (2011), Ito (2014),
Palmer and Walls (2015) and Kažukauskas and Broberg (2015). If households
are inattentive to electricity prices, this might suggest that prices have little
influence on electricity contract choice. Finally, for most households, electricity
expenditure constitutes only a small proportion of disposable income (Juliusson
et al. (2007)). For example, a household living in a villa, using 15000 kWh per
year, could have electricity costs corresponding to roughly five percent of yearly
per capita income. The potential cost savings from switching between contracts
may then be perceived as too small to have any impact on the household’s
budget.

The fixed price is typically determined by the retailers’ forecast of future
spot prices. For this type of contract, it is the retailer that carries the price risk
and the household agrees to pay a premium for this insurance. Longer contract
durations typically correspond to higher prices, reflecting greater uncertainty
about the price in the far future. Similarly, more volatility in the spot price
corresponds to a higher premium. The variable price varies by month and is
based on the spot price on Nord Pool. The most common arrangement is to pay
a load-weighted average of the electricity that the retailer has bought during the
month. Weighting is typically done hour by hour, where peak hours are given
higher weights than off-peak hours.

Average monthly wholesale prices per kWh over all retailers for variable-
price contracts, fixed-price contracts and default contracts are illustrated in
Figure 2. The price per kWh is on average higher for fixed-price contracts
than for variable-price contracts, as expected, but the price differential is small.
During 2004 to 2014, the average price for one-year fixed-price contracts was
0.49 SEK/kWh and the corresponding figure for variable-price contracts was
0.45 SEK/kWh. The standard deviation for variable-price contracts during
this time period was 0.15 SEK/kWh, and the highest price during this period
was roughly 1.1 SEK/kWh. It is generally assumed that choosing a contract
with variable prices that follow the prices on an energy exchange market would
be the most beneficial agreement in the longer term (e.g., Klemperer (1987)).
For example, for a villa consuming 15000 kWh per year, the price differential
between a fixed-price contract and a variable-price contract corresponds, on
average, to a difference in cost of roughly 600 SEK per year or roughly four
percent of total electricity expenditure. However, note that, even though the
variable price on average has been lower than the fixed price, households may
still have lower annual expenditures on a fixed-price contract if price peaks occur
when electricity usage is high. Differences in annual expenditure for villas and
flats on different contracts, using average monthly electricity usage and prices
from the data used in this paper, are calculated and compared in Section 3.
Also worth noting is that cost savings are argued to be larger from switching
between contracts than from switching between retailers (Littlechild (2006)).

In addition to the wholesale price per kWh, the consumer price of electricity
(irrespective of contract) includes the energy tax (roughly 0.4 SEK/kWh), the
electricity certificate fee (0.03 SEK/kWh), sales tax (25%) and a transmission
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fee. This transmission fee has a variable part, which is roughly 0.1 SEK/kWh,
and a fixed part, which varies between roughly 1500 SEK and 15000 SEK per
year, depending on the size of the household’s fuse amp. It is important to note
that taxes, the certificate fee and transmission fees constitute a large part of the
total cost of electricity. As a consequence, households choosing a variable-price
contract only have short-run variation in the wholesale price per kWh, which
is roughly half of the total costs of electricity on average. The development of
the consumer price (including taxes and certificate fees) by year is illustrated in
Figure 3. Evidently, the consumer price has increased substantially over time,
mostly explained by higher taxes and the introduction of EU-ETS and certificate
fees.
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Figure 3: Consumer price development over time (yearly data)

Only a few studies in the very large literature on electricity demand have ex-
plored how prices influence the choice of electricity contracts. Further, as noted
previously, all previous studies use stated preferences to understand households’
choice of electricity contracts, and are unable to estimate any effect of current
or previous prices on actual contract choice. Goett et al. (2000) and Juliusson
et al. (2007) both find that households are willing to pay a price premium to
avoid price variation. In more detail, Goett et al. (2000) find, for the US, that
households dislike hourly price variation in particular, and that hourly rates on
average would need to be roughly 0.039 USD per kWh lower than under a fixed-
price rate in order to compensate for the variability of hourly rates (the average
fixed price was roughly 0.1 USD per kWh). For seasonal rates, the compensation
required by households was 0.008 USD per kWh. Juliusson et al. (2007) analyze
how loss aversion and beliefs about future price volatility affect the probability
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of choosing a variable-price contract, using Swedish survey data. They find that
both loss aversion and concerns about price volatility are negatively correlated
with attitudes towards variable-price contracts.

In addition to prices, household characteristics and electricity usage may
influence the choice of electricity contract. For example, Ericson (2011) finds
that floor area, which typically is positively correlated with electricity usage,
decreases the probability of preferring a variable-price contract. The explanation
for this might be that households with high electricity usage feel more vulnerable
to price variation and are therefore more likely to choose electricity contracts
with fixed prices, if they are risk averse. Consider two households with similar
characteristics such as income, family size and location, but with one household
using more electricity. This could be the case if one household has electric
heating and the other district heating. The household with high electricity
usage will then face larger increases in expenditure on electricity in case of
price peaks. Assuming they have similar risk preferences, we would expect this
household to be more likely to choose a fixed-price contract.6 Figures from SCB
(2014b) seem to support this, as illustrated in Table 1. In particular, roughly
half of the households with a high level of electricity usage have chosen fixed-
price contracts. For households with a lower level of usage, the corresponding
figure is roughly 36 percent.

Note that electricity usage can be seen as a function of outdoor temperature,
heating system and other household characteristics such as income and number
of people living in the household, so all these variables are expected to affect
the choice of contract via electricity usage. Also note that some household
characteristics may have a separate effect on the choice of electricity contracts.
For example, households with high income can more easily afford peaks in the
variable price. Somewhat surprisingly, Juliusson et al. (2007) find no significant
effect from either income or electricity expenditure, but age and education are
shown to have negative and significant impacts on preferences for variable-price
contracts. It is important to note that many of the household characteristics that
might be associated with the choice of electricity contract, such as housing type
and heating system, typically are fixed in the short run, which might explain why
households remain on the same contract in the short run. Similarly, the variation
in socio-economic characteristics, such as income, are expected to be small on
average in the short run. As such, the fact that many household characteristics
plausibly associated with the choice of electricity contract are fixed in the short
run may be another explanation of the seemingly large state dependence, where
households remain on the same contract in the short run. However, it might very
well be the case that the response to, e.g., prices, differs across such household
characteristics, as discussed in the introduction. For example, a household with
a high level of electricity usage may be more responsive to prices because it will
face larger increases in its electricity bill in case of price peaks.

Finally, the choice of electricity contract shares some characteristics with
6Also note that a similar argument can be made for variations in temperature. If a house-

hold feels vulnerable to variations in both prices and temperature, it may be more likely to
choose a fixed-price contract to avoid one of these sources of uncertainty.
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Table 1: Share of households on different electricity contracts by annual con-
sumption

Percent of households in the

sample on each contract type 2000-5000 5000-10000 10000-20000 20000-

Default contract 24.4 9.9 6.5 9
Variable price 36.3 40.6 37.7 37.2
Fixed price 36.6 43.9 48.3 48.3
Other 2.7 5.6 7.5 5.5

Notes: i) Source: SCB (2014b).
ii) “Fixed price” refers to contracts with prices fixed for a year or
longer, “Variable price” refers to contracts with prices varying by
month and “Default contract” refers to the type of contract to which
households automatically are assigned if they do not make an
active choice (see Section 2). “Other” refers to other types of
contracts, including real-time pricing and contracts where the price
is fixed for some months and variable for other months (so-called
mixed contracts).
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other, more frequently studied choices. For example, the choice between fixed-
price and variable-price contracts bears similarities to the choice between an
adjustable-rate mortgage and a fixed-rate mortgage; see, for example, Dhillon
et al. (1987) and Campbell and Cocco (2003). The overall conclusion from
these studies is that households in general dislike variation in their mortgage
rate, and are willing to pay a premium to avoid it. Interestingly, Paiella and
Pozzolo (2007) find that that most household characteristics are irrelevant for
the choice between an adjustable-rate mortgage and a fixed-rate mortgage and
that the main determinants are the relative price of the mortgages and whether
the household is liquidity constrained.

3 Data
The data used in this paper is the customer database of Skellefteå Kraft, one
of the larger electricity retailers in Sweden (see www.skekraft.se). The source
material has been anonymised and identification of unique households is not pos-
sible. With data on households from only one supplier out of many in Sweden,
there is the obvious risk that the data used in this paper is not representative
of the Swedish population, and that the results cannot readily be generalized to
households choosing between electricity contracts from other suppliers. How-
ever, I argue that the choice between fixed-price and variable-price contracts
from Skellefteå Kraft is expected to be similar in most aspects to corresponding
choices from other retailers. Most importantly, the electricity retail market in
Sweden is a competitive market, and retailers are assumed to be similar in terms
of prices and other contract attributes (Littlechild (2006)). The choice between
different contract types from this particular retailer is therefore assumed to be
comparable to the choice between contracts from other retailers, and the quali-
tative results from this study are assumed to hold for most of Sweden. However,
some caution is appropriate when interpolating the results of this study to the
rest of the Swedish population.

The data consist of an unbalanced panel with monthly observations on 54548
households in total, of which 42517 are villas and the remainder are flats. These
households are observed from May 2010 to June 2014. As is illustrated in Figure
4, most of the households in the data are located in the northern part of Sweden,
whereas the Swedish population is concentrated in the middle and south of
Sweden. This is expected, because one important determinant of retailer choice
is assumed to be geographical location and closeness to the retailer. For example,
Goett et al. (2000), Revelt and Train (2000) and Yang (2014) demonstrate that
households prefer their local company to any other retailer.

37549 of the households in the data have had a fixed-price contract at some
point during the sample period, and 22641 households have had a variable-
price contract. The average contract duration for fixed-price contracts is 16
months. Skellefteå Kraft is one of few retailers in Sweden that do not offer
default contracts, so the data only includes households on variable-price con-
tracts or fixed-price contracts. Figure 5 illustrates the share of households on
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Figure 4: Location of households. Postal area 1 is Stockholm, postal area 7 is
Gothenburg, postal area 19 is Umeå and postal area 20 is Luleå (which includes
Skellefteå, the location of the retailer).

fixed-price contracts in the data over time, together with the relative prices of
variable-price contracts and fixed-price contracts. Although the data cover the
period July 2010 to June 2014, data on prices is available before this period as
well.

It is evident from this figure is that the share of households on fixed-price
contracts in the data increased substantially during late 2010 and during 2011.
Comparing the relative price between variable-price contracts and fixed-price
contracts, this period was associated with large variation in the relative price.
Since then, the share of households on fixed-price contracts has been rather
stable at around 75 percent. This is higher than the corresponding figure for
the population, as illustrated in Figure 5. One possible explanation is that
households living in relatively cold regions of northern Sweden, where a majority
of the households in the data are located, might be more likely to choose a
fixed-price contract, since these household have relatively high electricity usage
(because of more electricity needed for heating) and therefore might feel more
vulnerable to variations in the price.

To explore transitions between fixed-price contracts and variable-price con-
tracts, Figure 6 illustrates transitions per month as a share of total number of
households, together with the relative price of the two contract types (variable
price divided by the fixed price). In general, households are expected to switch
from fixed-price contracts to variable-price contracts when the relative price is
low, and in the other direction when the relative price is high. Roughly 11 per-
cent of all households have switched between fixed-price and variable-price con-
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Figure 5: Share of households on fixed-price contracts over time, together with
the relative price between variable- and fixed-price contracts (the average variable
price divided by the average fixed price).

Figure 6: Share of households switching between the two type of contracts per
month, together with the relative price (the average variable price divided by the
average fixed price).
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tracts, with a total of 6022 transitions. A majority of these transitions are from
a variable-price to a fixed-price contract, and only 1139 transitions are in the
other direction. Recall from Section 2 that households on fixed-price contracts
also agree to remain on their contract for as long as the price is fixed, typically
between one and five years. Therefore, it is not surprising that relatively few
households switch from fixed-price contracts to another type of contract. All
households that switch from a fixed-price contract to a variable-price contract
do so at the end of their contract period.

Most switches occurred during 2010 and 2011, with virtually no switches
during 2013. The number of switches peaked during October 2010 with roughly
800 switches, corresponding to roughly three percent of the households in the
data that month. Further, there is a distinct pattern in the switches between
contract types, with most of the switches from variable-price contracts to fixed-
price contracts occurring some months after peaks in the relative price (with
the switch typically occurring in the latter part of the year). This suggests
that households switch to fixed-price contracts as insurance against price peaks
during the coming winter, and do so if the variable price was high relative to the
fixed price during the previous winter. The small number of switches during
2013 might appear surprising, since households would benefit from switching
from fixed-price contracts to variable-price contracts when the relative price
was below unity. As discussed above, one explanation might be that households
on fixed-price contracts face costs if they want to switch contracts before the
expiration of their current contract. The switches during the winter 2013/2014
occurred even though the relative price during the previous winter was close
to unity. One explanation for households switching from fixed-price contracts
to variable-price contracts might be that the variable price had been rather
stable for a year, and that households perceived the price risk associated with
variable-price contracts as small. The switches from variable-price contracts to
fixed-price contracts during the same period might be explained by unusually
high prices during the summer of 2013, which might have affected households’
expectations of the price. In addition, the winter months of 2014 saw some
unusually cold days, which might also have contributed to expectations of high
variable prices, which could explain the switches.

In addition to contract choice, the data includes information about monthly
electricity usage in kWh and prices per month, zip-code, housing type (villa
or flat) and heating system (electric heating or not). Unfortunately, the data
lacks any household-level information about income and other household char-
acteristics, but it includes information about income, age and education at the
zip-code level, with figures from 2014. For the whole of Sweden, the average
number of persons in each zip-code is 918, allowing for precise neighborhood
matching with census data. Matching individual-level data with zip code-level
data is frequently used in economics, including studies on residential electricity
demand (for example, Borenstein (2012) and Ito (2014)). However, the lack of
variation over time poses some challenges for the estimation. Several ways of
addressing this are discussed in Section 5. Finally, average monthly tempera-
ture by postal area level is obtained from SMHI (Swedish Meteorological and
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Hydrological Institute; see SMHI.se).
Summary statistics by contract choice for the variables used in this paper

are illustrated in Table 2. I present these statistics for all households in the
data and also separately for the two type of contracts. However, note that a
household may have had both types of contracts, and may therefore be included
in both categories in this table.

As already noted, a large majority of the households in the sample are living
in villas, and roughly 22 percent are living in flats. This is likely explained by the
fact that a large proportion of the households in the data are located in relatively
small cities in northern Sweden, where villas are more common. To a large
extent, electrically heated villas have fixed-price contracts, whereas variable-
price contracts are more common among flats. As already noted, this might be
explained by households living in villas having a higher level of electricity usage,
and therefore feeling more vulnerable to peaks in the variable price. Secondly,
the annual per capita income is somewhat smaller than the population average
of roughly 300000 SEK (roughly 25000 Euro). Again, this is explained by the
geographical location of the sample, with northern Sweden having lower income
than metropolitan areas, for example the Stockholm area. Further, households
choosing a variable-price contract have, on average, higher income, as expected.
Age is somewhat higher than the population average of 41.2 years, whereas
family size and education level correspond roughly to population figures. Both
age and family size are very similar across contract types, whereas households
with variable-price contracts to a larger extent have a university degree.

Turning to electricity usage, the average electricity usage per month for
an electrically heated villa is 1495 kWh. These figures are somewhat smaller
than those reported by the Swedish Energy Agency for an average villa (see
Energimyndigheten, 2014). The corresponding figure for a flat is 364 kWh. Flats
typically lack individual heating systems, explaining the large difference in usage
compared to villas. The standard deviation of the mean of electricity usage
illustrates substantial variation, across households and, in particular, across
housing types, but also shows seasonal variation. See Vesterberg and Kiran
B Krishnamurthy (2016) for a detailed description of end-use-specific usage for
residential electricity demand in Sweden. For both flats and villas, households
with fixed-price contracts use more electricity than do households with variable-
price contracts.

To compare electricity expenditures on each type of contract for the average
electrically heated villa and the average flat in the data, I calculate annual ex-
penditures by multiplying the average monthly electricity usage by the average
monthly variable price and the average fixed price, separately for each housing
type. I then compare the annual costs of each type of contract. These calcula-
tions reveal that the cost differential between the two types of contracts is small
relative to total expenditure: for an average flat (using roughly 4200 kWh per
year), the average annual cost differential amounts to only 150 SEK or roughly
four percent of annual expenditure (including taxes, transmission fees, etc.).
The corresponding figure for an average electrically heated villa (using roughly
18000 kWh) is 530 SEK or roughly three percent of annual expenditure. This
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suggests that, on average, the cost savings from switching between electricity
contracts are expected to be small.

4 Econometric model
There are several reasons that electricity contract choice should be characterized
as a dynamic choice problem. To the extent that households form beliefs about
future prices and plan their current decisions in response to these beliefs, the
choice of contract may be inherently dynamic. Further, as described in Section 2
for the population and in Section 3 for the sample, there seems to be substantial
persistence in contract choice in the short run, with most households remaining
on one type of contract. There are a myriad of plausible explanations for such
a link between current and past behavior, as discussed in Section 2. Even
though there may be many different sources of state dependence, distinguishing
between these sources is outside the scope of this paper and would require
a more elaborate structural approach. Rather, this paper should be viewed
as establishing a baseline for further research on this topic. However, some
sensitivity analysis is provided in Section 5, where I elaborate on the fact that
households on fixed-price contracts face a penalty if they want to switch before
the end of the contract period, and how I discuss this might affect the results.

Let yit = 1 denote the choice of a fixed contract and yit = 0 the choice of
a variable-price contract for household i at time t. A dynamic random effects
probit model describing the choice problem is then

fit (yit|yit−1, zit, αi; θ) = Φ (zitγ + λyit−1 + αi) (1)

where i = 1, ..., N indexes household, t = 0 indexes the initial condition and
t = 1, ..., T index time for the rest of the observations. zit is a vector of observed
household characteristics and contract attributes. yit−1 is the contract choice
in the previous period and αi is an unobserved household-specific effect that is
time-invariant. Equation 1 contains two assumptions. First, the dynamics are
first order, once zit and αi are also conditioned on, and second, the unobserved
effect αi is additive inside the standard normal cumulative distribution function
Φ. In addition, the random effects probit model assumes that αi|zit ∼ N

(
0, σ2

α

)
,

which is a strong assumption because it requires that αi and zit are independent
(Wooldridge, 2010). I will get back to this issue later, and will illustrate how
the method of dealing with the initial conditions problem introduces a way of
relaxing the independence assumption between αi and zit in the random effects
model.7

Treating the initial condition as a nonrandom constant assumes that the ini-
tial contract choice is independent of unobserved heterogeneity, containing, for
example, preferences and risk aversion. This is obviously a strong assumption,

7An alternative approach would be the conditional fixed effects logit model (Chamberlain,
1980). However, such a model requires within-household variation in the dependent variable
and, because only 11 percentage of the households have made a transition, such a model
cannot use all data.
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and a more reasonable approach is to think of the initial condition as endoge-
nous and specify a conditional distribution for the initial condition. Wooldridge
(2005) suggests using a reduced-form approach where the unobserved household-
effects are conditioned on the initial values and the exogenous variables (see also
Akay, 2009, Stewart, 2007, Arulampalam and Stewart, 2009, Rabe-Hesketh and
Skrondal, 2013 and Skrondal and Rabe-Hesketh, 2014).8 Wooldridge (2005)
defines the auxiliary model for the unobserved individual effects as

αi = ξ1yi0 + z+i ξ2 + ϑi (2)

where z+i = (zi1, ..., ziT ) and ϑi is a new unobserved household effect which is
assumed ϑi ∼ iidN

[
0, σ2

ϑ

]
. However, this specification does not work very well

with unbalanced panels. In particular, Wooldridge’s specification requires a sep-
arate parameter vector for the time-varying co-variates on each occasion and, in
case of missing observations, complete-case analysis (or list-wise deletion) be-
cause a complete set of co-variate values is required across all occasions. A more
plausible specification for unbalanced panels, as suggested by Rabe-Hesketh and
Skrondal (2013) and Skrondal and Rabe-Hesketh (2014), is to define the unob-
served individual effects to be a function of the initial condition yi0 together
with the initial values and the within-means of the time-varying variables in zit,

αi = ξ1yi0 + ξ2z̄i + ξ3zi0 + ϑi (3)

where z̄i = 1/T
∑T
t=1 zit. Note that zi0 is excluded from z̄i.

Thus, we obtain a conditional likelihood which is based on the joint distri-
bution of observations conditional on initial values. The log-likelihood function
to be maximized is

L (θ) =

N∑
i=1

log

[ˆ ∞
−∞

(
T∏

t=1

Φ (zitγ + λyit−1 + (ξ1yi0 + ξ2z̄i + ξ3zi0 + ϑi))

)
(dϑi)

]
(4)

which can be estimated using standard random effects probit software. Rabe-
Hesketh and Skrondal (2013) show that the inclusion of zi0 in Equation 3 reduces
possible finite-sample bias to negligible levels, and Arulampalam and Stewart
(2009) illustrate that the Wooldridge approach yields estimates similar to alter-
native ways of specifying the initial condition.

8An alternative approach to Wooldridge (2005) is to use the two-step approach suggested
by Orme (1999) and to include the generalized residual from a probit of the initial choice. Zip-
code level averages of household characteristics could then be used as instruments in the first
stage. However, Skrondal and Rabe-Hesketh (2014) illustrate how this model is dependent on
restrictive assumptions for identification, and recommend against using it. Heckman (1981)
suggests another alternative framework, but it is known to be computationally heavy and hard
to implement, especially with unbalanced panels. Arulampalam and Stewart (2009) provide
a simplified implementation of the Heckman (1981) model, but the model generally implies a
more restrictive covariance structure for the total errors and is not equivalent to Heckman’s
model unless T = 3 (Skrondal and Rabe-Hesketh (2014)). However, it is relatively straight-
forward to estimate the Heckman model with a balanced panel (e.g., the redprob command in
Stata, as implemented by Stewart (2006)), and the results of such estimation for a balanced
subset of the data are compared and discussed in Section 5.
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Finally, recall that the random effects probit model assumes αi|zit ∼ N
(
0, σ2

α

)
which, in many cases is a strong assumption. In particular, because several eco-
nomically relevant time-invariant variables are unobserved in the current data,
this assumption is likely to be violated. Chamberlain (1980) allow for correlation
between αi and zit by modeling this relationship as αi|zit ∼ N

(
ψ + z̄iξ , σ

2
a

)
,

where z̄i is the group average of zit, as in Equation 3, and σ2
a is the variance

of a in the equation αi = ψ + z̄iξ + ait, i.e. the conditional variance of αi.
Intuitively, the individual differences that are left may be more plausibly as-
sumed to be independent of observed characteristics; see Mundlak (1978) and
Chamberlain (1980). Now, note that the method of dealing with the initial con-
dition outlined above (see Equation 3) already accommodates such correlation
by including the group means of zit (Skrondal and Rabe-Hesketh, 2014).

As noted already, the resulting estimator is a conditional maximum likeli-
hood estimator, and interpretation of the estimated parameters should be made
accordingly. In particular, the estimated marginal effects are to be interpreted
as conditional on the initial choice of contract, as well as initial values of the
exogenous variables in zit. This interpretation is appropriate when exploring
the topics in this paper, such as the response to prices that vary over time,
but would be less well-suited if the aim were to understand, for example, the
initial choice of contract. While exploring the latter might be of interest, it is
outside the scope of this paper. In addition, any exploration of the initial con-
tract choice for a particular household would face the problem of left censoring,
because households are only observed from a given date but likely had a con-
tract before the data period. Therefore, I only observe the initial contract for
this particular spell of data, and any choices made prior to that are unobserved.
Finally, exploring the initial choice would be more interesting if more data on
household characteristics were available at the household level.

The probability of choosing a fixed-price contract is expected to decrease
with higher fixed prices, and to increase with higher variable prices. Because of
ex-post billing, the variable price at time t is unknown to the household at time
t, so households are assumed to base the contract decision on the variable price
at time t− 1. Prices are assumed to be exogenous to the individual household.
In Sweden, households typically face constant marginal prices, as compared to
the more common increasing-block-pricing structure found in, e.g., the US. Fur-
ther, a household buying electricity on the Nordic market is assumed too small
to be able to affect the equilibrium electricity price determined by aggregate de-
mand and supply. Therefore, the price is assumed to be exogenous in line with
previous literature on household-level electricity demand in the Nordic market
(e.g., Nesbakken (1999) and Krishnamurthy and Kriström (2015)). All prices
are in SEK/kWh.

As discussed in Section 2, households with high electricity usage, such as
villas with electric heating, might feel more vulnerable to price variation, and
therefore more likely to choose fixed-price contracts. However, including elec-
tricity usage as an explanatory variable is not feasible. For example, unless
households are completely price inelastic, electricity demand depends on con-
tract choice via prices, since the price per kWh the household pays is determined
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by the choice of contract. A solution to this endogeneity problem is to consider
electricity usage as divided into two parts: baseline demand and short-run de-
viations from this baseline demand. The baseline demand is assumed to be a
function of the characteristics of the house, e.g., housing type and heating sys-
tem, number of persons living in the household, income and the living area size.
A short-run deviation from this baseline usage, referred to as residual demand,
is assumed to be a function of time-varying variables such as temperature and
price.

Because the household characteristics associated with baseline demand typ-
ically are fixed in the short run, so is the baseline demand. In particular,
baseline demand is assumed not to be a function of prices and therefore of
contract choice, and therefore inclusion of baseline demand as an explanatory
variable for contract choice does therefore not lead to any simultaneity bias. A
reduced-form approach is then used to account for the residual demand, where
only the exogenous variables price and outdoor temperature are included as
explanatory variables, but not the actual realization of residual demand.9 How-
ever, households may still differ in price responsiveness across usage levels, as
already discussed. To explore this, I estimate the model outlined above sepa-
rately for different housing types and heating systems: electrically heated villas,
non-electrically heated villas and flats.

Further, some household characteristics that are likely associated with base-
line demand, such as income, might have a separate effect on the choice of elec-
tricity contract, because high-income households can better afford to face the
risk of price peaks and therefore are assumed more likely to choose a variable-
price contract. On the other hand, Juliusson et al. (2007) find no significant
effect of income on preferences for variable-price contracts. Unfortunately, as
already alluded to in Section 3, the available measurement of income is time-
invariant, and the model outlined above cannot identify the effect of time-
invariant household characteristics (Wooldridge (2005)). However, income does
not typically vary much in the short run, and even if the data included zip-code
level income that varied over time, most variation in income over time is common
to all regions (see http://www.scb.se/). Also note that matching the household
level data with survey data does not solve the problem of time-invariant house-
hold characteristics unless repeated surveys are collected for every year of the
data period; if most variation in income over time is common to all households,
such a variable would not add much information.

Further, note that the income variation that is common to all households
is accounted for by year dummy variables. Regional differences in variation in
income over time can be accounted for by including interaction terms between
variables, e.g., between year and postal area. Ideally, year by zip-code dummies

9An alternative approach would be to consider the choice of contract and the demand for
electricity as a simultanous discrete-continous choice, but as far as I am aware no straight-
forward implementations of such frameworks exist when the discrete choice is dynamic. Fur-
ther, given that previous literature has found price elasticities of electricity demand to be
close to zero, any adjustments of electricity usage in response to contract choice is most likely
small, and would not change the qualitative results in this paper.
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would be used, but that would involve fitting roughly 6500 × 5 dummy vari-
ables. Obviously, region-by-year dummy variables capture not only variation in
income but everything that is specific to regions. In addition, even if the model
is unable to identify the effects of time-invariant household characteristics, sep-
arate models for each income group can be estimated and results can then be
compared in order to explore possible heterogeneity in price responsiveness and
state dependence across income levels. These different approaches to accounting
for income are explored in Section 5.

Month and year dummy variables are included to capture trends and seasonal
effects that are common to all households. Finally, time averages and initial
values of all independent variables, together with the initial choice of contract,
are included to account for the initial condition. Note that any attempts to
account for attributes that are specific to one type of contract run the risk of
causing complete or quasi-complete separation because such a variable predicts
the outcome perfectly.

5 Estimation and Results
The model outlined in Section 4 can be estimated using standard economet-
ric software, in this case xtprobit in Stata/SE 14. The likelihood function
is maximized using the mvaghermite algorithm (mean and variance adaptive
Gauss-Hermite algorithm). Results for the main specification, with estimated
coefficients and average marginal effects and associated standard errors, are
found in Table 3. Several other specifications and models are explored and
discussed.

As is illustrated in Table 3, there is substantial state dependence, with the
probability of choosing a fixed-price contract increasing by roughly 96 percent if
the household had a fixed-price contract in the previous choice period. Given the
few transitions and that the share of households on fixed-price contracts is fairly
constant over time, implying that households tend to remain on their contract
type, this is expected. Similarly, the probability of choosing a variable-price
contract is very large conditional on a variable-price contract as the previous
contract.

Because the state dependence is substantial, and few households switch be-
tween contracts, this essentially means that previous contract choice is a very
good predictor of current contract choice in the shortrun, and the short-run
predictive power of the model is high. This is illustrated in Figure 7, where the
average predicted probability of choosing a fixed-price contract from the main
specification is plotted together with the share of households on fixed-price con-
tracts for each month. For comparison, the corresponding predicted probabilitiy
from a random effects probit model without the lagged dependent variable (and
without the initial condition variables) is included. For illustrative purpose,
the relative price is also included. Evidently, the main specification has high
predictive power, whereas the predictions from the model without the lagged
dependent variable are not as close to the true proportion.
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Table 3: Results of the dynamic random effects probit model with electricity
contract (fixed price = 1) as dependent variable

Coeff. Std. Error dy/dx Std. Error
yt−1 5.532 0.025 0.965 0.003

Temperature -0.022 0.002 -0.000 0.000
Fixed price (SEK/kWh) -5.225 0.425 -0.036 0.003

Variable price (SEK/kWh) 0.018 0.089 0.001 0.001

Month dummies Yes Yes
Year dummies Yes Yes

Initial condition variables Yes Yes

Log-likelihood -34444.063
ρ 0.278

No of obs 1677405
No of households 54548

Average T 30.8

Notes: i) Coeff. is the estimated coefficient, Std. Error is the associated stan-
dard error and dy/dx is the estimated average marginal effect. dy/dx for factor
levels is the discrete change from the base level. ii) ρ is the proportion of the total
variance contributed by the panel-level variance component. A likelihood-ratio
test of ρ = 0 is able to reject the null-hypothesis, suggesting that the panel-level
variance component is important and that the panel estimator is different from
a pooled estimator.
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Figure 7: The average predicted probability of choosing a fixed-price contract.
The solid line illustrates the share of households in the data on fixed-price con-
tracts. The black dots illustrate predicted probabilities from the main specifica-
tion, the gray dots illustrate predicted probabilities from a specification without
the lagged dependent variable (no dynamics), and the dashed line illustrates the
relative price (the average variable price divided by the average fixed price).
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Given the state dependence, it comes as no surprise that the estimated
immediate effects of prices are relatively small, albeit statistically significant.
For example, a 0.5 SEK increase in the variable price (which corresponds to
roughly three standard deviations) only increases the probability of choosing
a fixed-price contract by less than one percent. Similarly, the marginal effect
of the fixed price is small, albeit somewhat larger than the marginal effect of
the variable price. The large effect of the lagged dependent variable suggests
that prices have long-run effects. However, exploring long-run effects of prices
in a non-linear model is non-trivial, and is outside the scope of this paper. The
effect of temperature is negative, but close to zero. Recall that it is assumed
that variations in electricity usage are to a large extent determined by prices and
temperature, and both these variables have little effect on the choice of contract.
This might then suggest that short-run variation in electricity usage has little
effect on the choice of contract. In addition, recall that previous literature on
electricity demand typically finds the price elasticity of electricity to be small,
and in many cases close to zero. The results presented here are in line with such
findings.

There are several possible explanations for the substantial state dependence
and lack of price responsiveness found in this paper. First, the difference in
prices between the two contract types is on average small. Similarly, the short-
run variation in many of the variables plausibly associated with the choice of
contract, such as housing characteristics and income levels, is small on average.
Second, because electricity expenditure typically is a small share of the budget,
households may pay little attention to cost-saving measures. Third, households
may perceive information regarding different contracts as hard to understand,
and may believe that switching between contracts is complicated. The potential
cost savings from switching between contracts are then most likely perceived to
be small relative to potential monetary and non-monetary transaction costs
associated with switching between contracts. With this in mind, these results
appear very intuitive.

As discussed previously, several ways of accounting for possible effects of
income are explored. In the main specification, year dummy variables account
for variation in income over time that is common to all households. Further, I
have estimated the model using interaction terms between year and postal area
to control for regional differences in income over time. In short, results are very
similar to the main specification in Table 3. In particular, state dependence
is substantial and the effect of prices is small. Further, I have estimated the
model for separate income groups, using the zip-code level income groups to
divide the data into groups, where income group one has the lowest income
and income group ten has the highest (a table with per-capita income can be
found in the Appendix). While such an analysis is unable to explore causal
effects of variation in income on the choice of contract, it allows for exploration
of possible heterogeneity in, e.g., price responsiveness. Marginal effects of the
fixed and variable price for different income levels are illustrated in Figures 8
and 9. Evidently, the immediate effect of the fixed price is relatively homoge-
neous across income groups, whereas the immediate effect of the variable price
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is insignificantly different from zero for most households, and only significantly
positive for households living in high-income areas. One explanation for this
result might be that high-income households can more easily afford potential
transaction costs and therefore can respond to prices to a larger extent than
low-income households. Finally, state dependence is substantial and the effect
of the fixed price is larger than the effect of the variable price (in absolute
magnitude) for all income groups.
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Figure 8: Marginal effects of the
variable price, by income group.
Both point estimates and 95% confi-
dence intervals are illustrated. Zip-
code data are used to define income
groups.
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Figure 9: Marginal effects of the
fixed price, by income group. Both
point estimates and 95% confidence
intervals are illustrated. Zip-code
data are used to define income
groups.

It is also of interest to explore heterogeneity in price responsiveness across
levels of electricity usage. For example, even if many determinants of electricity
usage are fixed in the short run and therefore most likely not a reason to switch
from one contract type to another, households may still differ in price respon-
siveness across electricity usage levels. A household in an electrically heated
villa, using substantially more electricity than a flat, might feel vulnerable to
price shocks and therefore be more responsive to price variation. On the other
hand, it might be the case that households living in villas have higher income
and more easily can afford price spikes, therefore responding less to prices. This
can be explored by estimating the model outlined in Section 4 separately for
villas with electric heating, villas without electric heating, and flats. I find that
the state dependence is similar across housing types, ranging from 0.95 for flats
to 0.97 for electrically heated villas. Similarly, the marginal effect of the variable
price is close to zero for all housing types. The response to variations in the
fixed price differs somewhat across housing types, with an estimated marginal
effect of −0.057 for flats, −0.037 for non-electrically heated villas and −0.011
for electrically heated villas. I have also estimated the model separately for
different postal areas to explore regional differences in state dependence and
price responsiveness. In short, results are very similar across postal areas, with
substantial state dependence and very small effects of prices.
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Several alternative specifications and estimation frameworks are explored to
test the robustness of the results. Robustness tests are discussed below, and
results from these models are available upon request.

First, I have estimated the parameters in the model using different definitions
of prices, such as the standard deviation of the variable price (e.g., over the last
12 months) as well as the maximum price (again, over the last 12 months). I
have also estimated the model using the relative price between the variable and
the fixed price. Further, I have included up to 12 lags of the variable price. For
comparison, results from the latter specification are found in the Appendix. The
results are robust to all these specifications. In particular, the state dependence
is substantial and the effect of prices is small.

Second, recall that the panel data is unbalanced, with some attrition to other
suppliers. It might be the case, for example, that households that are very price
sensitive also are more likely to switch between different retailers (i.e., sample
attrition). As a robustness check, I have estimated the parameters in the model
using a balanced sub-set of the data. This sub-set includes only households
that are observed every month from June 2010 to June 2014 (roughly 10000
households). Results are again very similar, with even greater state dependence
(the estimated marginal effect of a fixed-price contract in the previous period
is 0.98) and negligible effects of prices. Using the balanced sub-set, I have also
estimated a Heckman model (Heckman (1981)) using household characteristics
as exogenous instruments in the reduced form equation for the initial value of the
latent variable. The Heckman model is estimated using the redprob command
in Stata 14; see Stewart (2006). As in the other robustness specifications, results
are very similar to the main specification. The framework suggested by Orme
(1999) also gives similar results with substantial state dependence.

Third, remember that households on fixed-price contracts face a penalty if
they wish to switch to a variable-price contract before the end of the contract
period, and all households switching from a fixed-price contract to a variable-
price contract do so at the end of their contract period. However, any attempt to
account for contract duration (e.g., by the inclusion of some measurement of the
penalty) is problematic because such a variable will be zero for all households on
variable-price contracts, and therefore will perfectly predict such outcomes. One
simple way of addressing this asymmetric switching is to assume that households
on fixed-price contracts only consider switching contracts when the penalty is
zero. Months for which the penalty fee is non-zero (i.e., the remaining contract
duration is zero) can then be dropped from the data, and the parameters can be
estimated using only data from such “choice periods”. Results are qualitatively
similar to the main specification, although the state dependence is somewhat
smaller, with an estimated marginal effect of 0.76, whereas the effects of prices
are similar to the estimates in the main specification. I have also explored
other definitions of “choice periods”, e.g., assuming that households consider
switching when they receive the bill for the previous months. Roughly half
of the households have 12 bills per year, and the other half have six bills per
year. Households themselves decide on billing frequency. In addition, I also
estimate the model defining every sixth or twelfth month as a choice period,
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starting from the month when they signed their contract. Results are very
similar across different definitions of choice periods.

Fourth, to explore whether the estimated state dependence differs depending
on contract duration (for fixed-price contracts), I have estimated the model
excluding contracts with duration longer than one year, and the findings of very
large state dependence and small effects of prices remain.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, I have explored households’ choice of electricity contract, and
in particular the role of prices and previous contract choice. Using unique
monthly panel data with detailed information about prices and contract choice
for roughly 54000 households, I estimate a dynamic random effects probit with
electricity contract choice as the dependent variable, and prices, temperature
and previous choice of contract as independent variables. Endogeneity of the
initial condition is accounted for using the approach suggested by Wooldridge
(2005). I find that the electricity contract choice exhibits substantial state
dependence, and that the previous contract choice to a very large extent deter-
mines the current choice. In contrast, prices have very small marginal effects.
The results are robust to different specifications. Further, households are rela-
tively homogeneous across income groups in terms of price responsiveness and
state dependence. Given that so few households switch contracts each year,
these results are expected. There are several plausible explanations for these
results, including that many variables plausibly associated with contract choice
are relatively constant in the short run, and that there may exist transaction
costs and other barriers to switching that to a large extent prevent households
from switching between contracts.

The conclusion to draw from these results is that households for some rea-
sons do not respond to prices by switching between contracts. In particular,
households appear to remain on their current contract, irrespective of prices.
Although previous literature on determinants of electricity contract choice is
sparse, the finding that households do not respond to prices by switching con-
tracts is in line with previous literature on electricity demand, where the price
elasticity of electricity typically is found to be small and households are argued
to be inattentive to electricity prices.

The results in this paper have some important policy implications. For ex-
ample, if policy makers want households to switch more frequently, e.g., in order
to decrease market power for retailers, they should put effort into providing in-
formation about potential cost savings, as well as work to decrease switching
costs and other barriers to switching. Removing barriers to switching may also
increase price responsiveness if households switch to variable-price contracts.
Some measures of this sort have already been taken, most notably with several
websites providing information and guidance on prices and how to switch be-
tween contracts and/or retailers. However, the results in this paper suggest that
such measures have had little effect, because the state dependence is substantial.
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Furthermore, if households were price responsive and to a large extent switched
from variable-price contracts to fixed-price contracts after price peaks, the ag-
gregate price responsiveness would decrease as more households switched to
fixed-price contracts with less incentives to short-run price responsiveness. The
results in this paper suggest that this is not the case, and that households will
remain on their current contract even if price volatility increases, and that the
share of households on each type of contract will remain similar in the short
run even if there is price variation during some periods. Also note that the
substantial state dependence might suggest that few households will switch to
real-time pricing contracts even if households might reduce electricity costs on
such contracts.

The results in this paper, while novel and plausible, suffer from a few data-
related drawbacks. In particular, the limited geographical variation in the sam-
ple calls for some caution when extrapolating the results to the entire Swedish
population. Similarly, a longer time period of data would obviously be prefer-
able to explore the dynamics of contract choice. The lack of variation at the
household level for some socio-economic variables is an obvious drawback of the
data; the other hand, many of the unobserved characteristics typically have lim-
ited short-term variation, and are therefore argued to have little effect on the
choice of contract in the short run. Further, the results presented in this paper
are robust to different specifications and the results are intuitive and plausible.
Finally, this data provides a unique opportunity to explore electricity contract
choice, and the results in this paper should be thought of as establishing a
baseline for further research on this topic.
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A Appendix

Table 4: Results of the dynamic random effects probit model with electricity
contract (fixed price = 1) as dependent variable and with 12 lags of the variable
price

Coeff. Std. Error dy/dx Std. Error
yt−1 5.492 0.024 0.963 0.003

Temperature 0.007 0.003 0.000 0.000
Fixed price (SEK/kWh) -0.681 0.763 -0.004 0.005

Variable price (SEK/kWh)
t-1 -0.277 0.129 -0.001 0.000
t-2 -0.112 0.118 -0.000 0.000
t-3 -0.502 0.113 -0.003 0.000
t-4 -0.684 0.107 -0.004 0.000
t-5 -1.414 0.121 -0.009 0.000
t-6 0.131 0.096 0.000 0.000
t-7 0.146 0.087 0.001 0.000
t-8 0.714 0.084 0.005 0.000
t-9 0.454 0.081 0.003 0.000

t-10 1.100 0.098 0.007 0.000
t-11 -0.371 0.096 -0.002 0.000
t-12 -0.199 0.101 -0.001 0.000

Month dummies Yes
Year dummies Yes

Initial condition variables Yes

Log-likelihood -38654.603
ρ 0.296

No of obs 1677405
No of households 54548

Average T 30.8
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Table 5: Mean per-capita income by income group

Mean income (in SEK) Number of households

Income group 1 165000 577
Income group 2 203000 1895
Income group 3 222000 2169
Income group 4 238000 8864
Income group 5 254000 11640
Income group 6 269000 12614
Income group 7 288000 10222
Income group 8 312000 2974
Income group 9 351000 2206
Income group 10 467000 1387
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